Conventions 2 (Set 2)

Analysis: Lit - Paired Passage

Conventions: Spelling

This paper scores a 2 for spelling due to the words beginning and perspective, both stated in the prompt, being consistently misspelled. The scholar would have needed almost all words from the prompt spelled correctly to score higher.

Conventions: Grammar

This scholar scores a 2 for conventions because of the numerous errors in commas in compound sentences. For example, the sentence, “Luke’s scared and he’s underage for war,” needed a comma before “and”. While one Luke isn’t capitalized, almost all of them are. Therefore, this paper meets the criteria for a two but not a three.

Essay: Lit - Paired Passage

Luke’s perspective at the beginning was scared and upset. Luke’s scared and he’s under-age for war, but still going. Luke was stern and he knew he could’ve prevented this from happening. In the beginning, luke was worried and regretful.

Luke’s perspective at the end was happy and relieved. Luke’s happy and he got to go home. Lukes relieved. The war was finally over. Also, the story said that the bird saved many of people. Lukes perspective at the end was joyful and excited.

The birds made him feel better. The bird made Luke feel better when he/she brought the letter saying that the war was over early. The birds impact on Luke was that the was the cause of making Luke feel relived.